
IT’S NOT MY FAULT
VIDEO BRIEF



LYRICS

I don’t wanna say how heavy my heart is 
I was sat In the city
lost in the park 
crashing the stars 
Ouuuh
getting out of place
I needed the darkness
ouuuh
and out of the space 
as I float tonight 
Don’t hold me

It’s not my fault 
you’re spinning the circle 
you’re making it hard like
ouhhh
Hey can you see anything 
I’m tied up 
In our lines 
all night 

Don’t try to treat this lightly 
Like we 
never even started 
never even knew
let’s try to leave this right here 
like we always
have departed 
Always had to chose 
so Don't hold me

Hanging by a thread I hide till it’s over 
all these silhouettes 
that dance on the walls
Watching us fall
Ohhh
From the inner state 
I dive into nowhere 
Swimming out of the shade
as I flow tonight
Don't hold me 

It’s not my fault 
you’re spinning the circle 
you’re making it hard like
ouhhh
Hey can you see anything 
I’m tied up 
In our lines 
all night 
It’s not my fault 
you’re killing it slowly 
We’re missing the start like Ouuuh 
I’m speaking my mind 
I leave the horizon



CONTEXT
This song is about coming out of a bad situation. Making it to the other side.         
Coming to the realisation that you need to leave something that is bad for you and 
finally feeling a glimpse of that sense of freedom you were missing after feeling pulled 
down and heavy for so long. 



MOODBOARD: https://pin.it/5Hsg11t

https://pin.it/5Hsg11t
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Film/Video inspiration
Wes Anderson-Grand Budapest Hotel 

"TURNSTILE LOVE CONNECTION" by TURNSTILE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdJZlmhQXug

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdJZlmhQXug


Blood Orange - Better Than Me (Official Video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUhFU-czesk

beabadoobee - Sorry (Official Video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pd73PBS3x9k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUhFU-czesk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pd73PBS3x9k

